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Attack Scenario Analytics
Based on MITRE ATT&CK ® Framework
To help organizations improve their defenses
against threats, CyberGRX uses a data-driven
approach that combines third-party cyber risk
management expertise with the MITRE ATT&CK
framework. The attack scenario analytics data
tool provides additional context to risk findings
so enterprise customers and third parties can
better understand gap recommendations in
order to improve the overall defensibility
of their ecosystem.
Leveraging the 13 MITRE tactics, an organization is
able to have greater visibility and context how a well
a third party is prepared in relation to common and
recent attacks, highlighting areas that may need attention.
CyberGRX also uses MITRE techniques to create kill chains and uses cases which help uncover
unreported gaps as well as inspect assessments in the context of attack post mortems.

Contextual Risk Analytics: Integrating MITRE ATT&CK
Framework with CyberGRX Security Controls
The MITRE ATT&CK framework
has become a global standard for
analyzing tactics and techniques used
by malicious actors. MITRE ATT&CK
is the most comprehensive, granular
and, widely adopted framework in
the cybersecurity industry for attack/
killchain modeling. CyberGRX is the
only third-party cyber risk company to
have mapped the entirety of their risk
analytics platform with 150+ MITRE
killchains based on the most impactful
recent attacks.
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Benefits of using
CyberGRX attack
scenario risk analytics:
• Identify high-level techniques
and tactic vulnerabilities that
help identify gaps in reporting
• Allow for easier integration
of CyberGRX risk outcomes
and insights within internal
risk and threat management
programs
• Provide traceability for control
gap selections
• Inspect assessments in
the context of attack post
mortems to help drive
remediation efforts

Additional context on
risk findings through
improved visibility
Increased credibility and
defensibility of CyberGRX
risk findings to support
third-party decisions and
relationships
Additional exposure of
threats and risk concerns
enables improved third-party
detection, monitoring and
response to attacks

For more information on how the CyberGRX platform utilizes the
MITRE framework please visit our website at:
www.CyberGRX.com

